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PREFACE

INFRASTRUCTURE: THE BACKBONE OF THE INFORMATION SOCIETY

The information society is on its way. Digital technology is transforming the

telecommunications, computer, information and audio-visual industries. In fact, it is

converging them all into one. It is also beginning to have a profound effect on

society and the economy, changing the way we wO(:k, live .and play, the way we -

business, the way we organise ourselves, the way we interact. These changes are

happening all over the world, everyone is busy preparing for and adapting to the

challenges of the new information age. That includes Europe. It also includes the

USA, Canada, and Japan - Europe s principal economic competitors. The nature 

that economic competition itself is also changing. To compete effectively today,

one must have the means to access, to process, manipulate, stock and produce

information quickly and effectively. One must also have good aCcess to markets and

to customers all around the globe. It is therefore vital that Europe places itself at

the forefront of this inevitable drive towards a global information society.

Telecommunications infrastructures will form the fundamental platform upon which

Europe s society and economy will depend in the decades to come. These

infrastructures, which will enable vast quantities of information to flow freely and

rapidly around Europe, when combined with the new services and applications

which can be tailor-made to users' needs , will be the backbone to Europe

- information society.

NO STRENGTH IN WEAKNESS: KEEPING EUROPE COMPETITIVE

In a world economy that is increasingly gIobaiised, European firms must be able to

compete effectively with their counterpart~ in other regional economic groupings.

By reinforcing their competitiveness European companies will not only .be able to

retain their position in existing markets, but help ensure that they are well-placed to

take advantage of new opportunities and win new markets.

To remain competitive, European industry must benefit from the widespread

diffusion and integration into production processes of new technology. Information

and communication technologies - can make -a significant contribution to helping

improve productivity, which is essential to the creation of wealth and to

competitiveness. By stimulating economic growth, competitiveness contributes to

job creation.

Information and communication technologies can help enterprises adapt to change

by introducing new methods of organisation. As we move towards an economy



based on immaterial production driven by information, it is necessary that Europe is

in a strong position to implement the essential technological, economic and social

transformations that will ensure its smooth passage to the information age.

Providing open access to the network is absolutely fundamental to the successful
development of the information society. All users, whether they be small or medium

enterprises, entire industries, governments, public administrations, citizens or

consumers, must have easy access to network-based services. It is essential that this

basic principle is upheld, for Europe s continued competitiveness will depend on it.

Just as the provision of infrastructure for service providers should be open, un-

restricted and at cost-related prices, all users, irrespective of their location, should

have equal access to the network at affordable prices. Within the new environment

of the information society therefore, the principle of a universal service must be

reinforced and adapted if necessary to incorporate the new range of basic services

now becoming available.

INDUSTRIAL-AND EcONOMIC EFFECrS OF INFRAsTRUC111RE LmERALISA'I10N

Three positive economic effects can generally been noted in countries which have

proceeded with liberalisation of telecoms infrastructure (UK, Sweden, USA,

Japan , Australia and New Zealand): a pressure to lower tariffs, greater choice of

services and improved quality of offerings.

Information technology and communications products and services have
penetrated all major sectors and industries in the member states. Given that the

cost .of handling a unit of information has divided by ten in the last 10- 15 years

the price of transmitting a unit of information can also, if the incentive provided

by competition is introduced, be reduced in such proportions.

Technological progress and innovation brings with it the opportunity to offer

users an increasing choice of services and applications, of superior perfQrmance

and better suited to their particular demands. For business the realisation of such

an opportunity translates into substantial competitive advantage. For domestic

users it means the possibility of direct access on demand of new services and

entertainment.

For providers of services and applications, the consolidation of their competitive

position depends largely upon the improvement of the quality of their offerings.

Other positive effects of infrastructure liberalisation are also recognised: the

growth of the telecoms market, of new opportunities for job creation 10 new

services and support for innovation in telecoms equipment industries.



One of the major prcoccupations for public authorities concerning a liberalisation

policy of this type, concerns the need to avoid a deterioration of the financial
viability of their operators and to guarantee sufficient funding of universal
service. The countries which have liberalised telecoms infrastructure are
generaI1y known to have higher rates of growth in their telecoms services
markets.

Free access to infrastructure has many effects on employment: apart from the
direct effects of potential jobs concerned with establishing .and running new
networks, indirect employment effects are generally observed in the growth 

jobs in the service industries which depend upon economic access to and use 

infrastructure, in order to improve their competitivity.

The pressure of competition between network operators forces them to be more
receptive to the increasing demands of users and results in faster progress in IT in

the manufacture of equipment and software.

THE WHITE PAPER ON GROWTH, COMPETITIVENESS, EMPWYMENT

These are some of the key arguments elaborated in the European Commission

White Paper on Growth. Competitiveness. Employment (COM (93) 700 final),
presented by President Delors to the European Council in Brussels in December
1993. The White Paper highlights the importance of moving forward towards the

information society as one of the essential elements to help Europe reach those three

goals. It also points out that the majority of funds to finance the development of
trans-European information networks should come from the private sector.

TilE BANGEMANN REPORT

High Level Group, under the chairmanship of Commissioner Bangemann, was
instructed by the Member States to present a report to the European Council in
Corfu in June 1994 ' which recommends a certain number of specific measures to be
taken into consideration by the Community and the Member States in the sphere of

information infrastructures.

The underlying message behind the Bangemann Report is that the best environment

for the development of new markets is an open and competitive one. Public
administrations can no longer afford to maintain the high levels of investment

necessary to ensure that their national telecommunications industry remains
competitive on the world stage, unless it is at the expense of social measures. A
liberalised market for services and infrastructures will help unlock revenues vital to

support the huge private investments necessary for the development of the



information society. It can thus free governments of enormous political and

economic constraints, generating new revenues, which tan be used to invest in

health, education and culture

TOW ARDS A COMI'ETITIVEENVIRONMENT

An open market environment for the development of services - a principle already

adopted by Member States - cannot be properly implemented without parallel action

at the level of infrastructures. New actors would find it difficult to offer their own

new services if their access to the network continues to be restricted and with

dominant players able to price them out of the market. Service providers must be

able to benefit from open access to other services and to other networks at cost-

related prices, as well as being able to build and operate their own networks.

A liberalised market is also a flexible one. Telecommunications is a domain that is

characterised by constant change and rapid technological progress. It is only in a

free and open environment, driven by market forces, that enterprises can achieve the

degree of flexibility necessary if they are to react quickly to new developments and

adapt to them. This requires them to maintain high levels of investment in research

and development and to be able to integrate new technologies into their

organisational and production processes as rapidly as possible.

At this stage, it is difficult to discern which technologies and which markets will

ultimately prove to be the successful ones. The flexibility achieved in an open

market environment is therefore aU the more essential in the context of the

information society because companies must be allowed the freedom to try out

alternative routes towards new applications and markets, and test out a variety of

different technologies.

A CLEAR AND STABLE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

It has been made clear that the private sector is expected to make by far the greatest

investment contributions for the implementation of the information society.

However, this investment will not be forthcoming unless a clear and stable

regulatory framework is promptly established , identifYing the general principles and

giving a clear timetable. This point was recently emphasised by the "Jumbo

Council on 28 September 1994:

The Council C.. ) stresses the impOrlance and urgency with respect to rapidly evolving market
conditions of selling up a clear and stable regulatory and legal framework allowing market
operators to engage in business aclivities, to invcst and to takc initiatiycs to bring about the

information society.

Collt.:h!siOIlS or Ihe 17871h Councill11ectillg 956\194 (Press 197), 28. IX. 94



Othcrwisc, investment will be slow and badly directed, whilst in other regions of the

world, industry takes off. It is essential that Europe learns from its mistakes made

back in the early days of the computer industry.

Therefore, the Commission s Action Plan (COM (94) 347 final, 19.07.94) stressed

the need for a clear and stable regulatory environment. It also set out a policy
framework for the development of the information society covering various other

areas: networks, basic .services, applications, and content; and social, societal andcultural aspects. 
THE SOCIAL CHALLENGES

The impact on employment

The information society is rapidly developing; new investment opportunities are

being created everywhere and the application of information and communication

technologies are affecting all industries and services in our society. These
technologies will have a strong impact on the whole economic system, growth

competitiveness and employment.

The application of these technologies can help to strengthen cohesion in the society,

to develop a more efficient organisatiQn in a number of fields and also to contribute

to the development of Europe s regions. A number of aspects of the society are

changing because of these technologies. Work is changing. The education and

training systems are changing to provide in particular young people with the
necessary qualifications to become citizens in the information society and we are

only beginning to exploit the potential these technologies offer for Europe s citizens

to benefit from their cultural and linguistic richness.

However, people are concerned about the effects these technologies can have on

employment. The concern arises from the belief that a rapid application of these
technologies could lead to only few new jobs and to even higher levels of structural

unemployment (now more than half of the unemployed in the Union are long-term

structurally unemployed and they account for about 6 % of the active population).

Although there are a number of risks associated with the advantages of the
information society, its creatiQn is crucial to ensure sustainable growth and

employment and to further develop the European model. Consequently, as set out

below, it is imperative to evaluate the effects of applying the new technologies and

define the accompanying measures to maxi mise the economic, social and cultural

advantages and at the same time minimise the risks.



Rcaching Societal Goals

Moreover, new distance monitoring services linked to a global network will help

Europe, as well as the rest of the world, to meet global challenges such as the

protection of our environment (for instance a sound management of natural

resources, the reduction of pollution, the prevention of industrial disasters, etc.), and

enable better quality healthcare provision for all (efficiency of information handling

will reduce the cost of healthcare systems), and help reduce pollution and the social

cost of traffic congestion through improved transport management systems.

Avoiding a Two-Tier Information Society

The information society also presents the Union with the major social .challenge of

preventing the creation of a two-tier society of haves and have-nots, in which only

part of the population has access to the new technology, is comfortable using it and

can fully enjoy its benefits. In the chapter on social, societal and cultural aspects, the

above-mentioned Action Plan explores these issues as well as the information

society s contribution to the promotion of Europe s cultural and linguistic diversity.

Provided policies are appropriately directed and applied the infoimation society can

make a significant contribution to the attainment of a certain number of fundamental

social goals: improving the quality of life of Europe s citizens, raising the efficiency

of our social and economic organisation, and reinforcing cohesion. Europe

economic prowess not only depends on the success of its industry in the global

arena, but also on the effectiveness and quality of its social organisation.

INFRASTRUCTURE LlBERALISA TION

Opening up telecommunications infrastructure to competition is the key issue which

now requires a political decision. The High Level Group acknowledged this in its

first recommendation requesting the Member States to

accelerate the on-going process of liberalisation of the telecoms sector by: opening up
to competition infrastructures and services still in the monopoly area; remolling non-

cQlt/mercial political burdens and budgetary constraints on telecommunic(Itiol1s

operators; and setting clear timetables and deadlines for the implementation of

practical mem.ures to achieve these goals (emphasis added).

In line with these conclusions, the Commission Action Plan identifies

infrastructure liberalisation as one of the main initiatives to be taken in order to open

the way for the development of the network and applications on which the

information society relies.

The joint industry/telecom Council of28 September 1994 welcomed the submission

of the Commission s Action Plan and agreed on the urgent need to stabilise the basis



for market operators' decisions as soon as possible by providing a clear and stable
framework , and to provide a more secure basis for planning for all parties involved.

The Council confirmed its readiness to examine and, if possible, to decide on the

principles ofliberalisation of infrastructure and to set a clear timetable.

THE APPROACH CHOSEN

In conclusion in line with the Council discussions of 28 September 1994, the
Commission therefore considers that the debate on the future approach to
infrastructure can and should be structured in two parts:

the basic Principle and Timetable. Developing the basis for agreement on the

basic principle and on a timetable is the purpose of Part I of the Green Paper.

Agreeing a basic principle and timetable now will enable the sector to plan
investments and will provide investors with the necessary investment certainty in

order to open the way for private funds to be forthcoming. That will also put the

Union in a position to fully participate in the international debate which is opening

in the context of the World Trade Organisation and the G7 Ministerial Meeting.

The Union would also be able to undertake the measures required to lift the most

immediate obstacles to the full use of existing network resources and of cable TV

networks and provide a boost for the take-off of mobile and multimedia services

as well as the development of corporate communications.

Part II of the Green Paper should prepare an in-depth discussion of the major
issues involved in future network regulation once the full liberalisation of public

voice telephony service allows provision of such services.

The Commission recognises that, in order to address these issues, a wide debate

on future regulation of network infrastructure is needed, and that a global

balanced and integrated approach must be developed. This should include the

issue of the future financing of universal service and other public service tasks, as

wel! as taking full account of the industrial , economic and social dimension and the

international context.

The broad public consultation will involve the Council of the European Union and

the European Parliament; the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee

of Regions; consumers and business users; present and potential network operators

and service providers; equipment manufacturers and technology providers; together

with the trade unions and other organisations representing the social interests in the

sector.



SUMMAR Y

A clear timetable was set at a Community level by Council Resolution 93/C213/0 I

of22 July 1993 for the development of telecommunications in the European Union.

This timetable confirmed the date of 1 January 1998 for the liberalisation of voice

telephony services for the general public, subject to transitional arrangements for

certain Member States.

With a clear ti~etable set for services liberalisation, the primary regulatory task

must now be to provide the sector with a clear picture of how and when
liberalisation of infrastructure will pro~. The Green Paper proposes that a

coherent approach, integrated into the tTamework provided by Council Resolution

93/C213/0 I , is now required: infrastructure liberalisation should be linked to the

timetable for the full liberalisation of telecommunications services, including both

services which are currently open to competition and those to be opened to

competition by I January 1998 , i.e. voice telephony services for the general public.

In order to define such a coherent approach, the Green paper would propose a

general principle: provided that the necessary safeguards are in place, the providers

of telecommunications services which are open to competition should have a free

choice of the underlying infrastructure for the delivery of such services.

This Paper therefore puts forward the position that, on the basis of this principle

action is necessary and desirable to remove immediately restrictions on the use of

own or third party infrastructure in the following areas :

for the delivery of satellite communications services

for the provision of all terrestrial telecommunications semces already

liberalised (including the use of cable television infrastructure for this

purpose),

This concerns voice and data services for corporate networks and closed user

groups, as well as all other telecommunications services, other than the

provision of voice telephony services to the general public

to provide links, including microwave links, within the mobile network for the

provision of mobile communications services, and

within the timetable for the full liberalisation of voice telephony and subject to

the necessary safeguards, for the provision of voice telephony services for the

general public.



Immediate action in the first three areas could remove substantial barriers which

currently exist to the provision of services already open to competition, thereby

making the liberalisation measures undertaken by the Union fully effective~ At the

same time the studies carried out suggest that action in these areas will not
undermine the provision of universal service in the Member States.

This approach ties in with earlier calls by European Parliament to take full

advantage, as soon as possible, of the existing infrastructure of cable networks and

to obtain optimum utilisation of cross-border utilities networks.

As regards point 4, the full liberalisation of infrastructure for voice telephony

services for the general public after they are opened to competition on I January

1998 (subject to additional transitional periods for a number of Member States),

additional safeguards wilt be required. These can only be defined on the basis of

broad public consultation initiated by the second part of .this Green Paper on
infrastructure which is to be published in accordance with Council Resolution

93/C213/01.

The continuation of current constraints would fail to meet the requirements in the

Report on Europe and the global information society for the creation of conditions

in which public and private capital can be mobilised to invest in the new

technologies, which are vital for growth, competitiveness and employment.

With these considerations in mind, the Commission submits the first part of this

Green Paper to the Council and European Parliament and the European public.



I INTRODUCTION

On 22 July 1993 the Council adopted Resolution 93/C213/0I2 which endorsed the

general conclusions of the Commission s Communication on the consultation on the

review of the situation in the telecommunications services sector3 (the so-called

1992 Review

). 

Council Resolution 93/C213/0 1 set out a timetable for the

development of telecommunications and confirmed the date of I January 1998 for

the liberalisation of voice telephony services4 for the general public. It also called

fur the development of future Community policy in the field of mobile and personal

communications and in the field of telecommunications infrastructure and cable TV

networks.

Whilst, in accordance with Directive 90/388 , the focus of the 1992 Review was

whether exclusive or special rights over the provision of basic voice telephony

services for the general public5 should continue, the effectiveness of the measures

liberalising the telecommunications sector (in particular, the liberalisation of data

communications, valued .added services and the provision of data and voice services

to corporate users and closed user groups), was questioned by many service

providers and users of such services.

In particular, high tariffs for and lack of availability of the basic infrastructure over

which such liberalised services are operated or provided to third parties have

delayed the widespread development of high speed corporate networks in Europe

remote accessing of databases by both business and residential users and the

deployment of innovative services (such as telebanking, distance learning, etc.).

Additionally, the regulatory restrictions in many Member States prevent the use 

alternative infrastructure operated by third parties (such as the cable TV networks

and networks owned by energy companies, railways, or motorways to meet their

internal communications needs). Many large companies, employers groups and user

associations stressed that European business is less competitive, that innovative

services are more slowly deployed and that the creation and development of pan-

European .networks and services is being delayed as a result.

Council Resolutiou 93/C213/01 of22 July on the Review of the situation in the telecommunications sector and

the need for further development in that market OJ C213/I , 06.08.

Coll1mnnicationto the Conncil and the European Parliament on the consultation on the review of the situation in
the tcleeOllUnunications sector, COM(93)159 , 28 April 1993.

Possible derogations of up to 5 years were provided for Greece, Ireland, Porhlgal and Spain. Spain has
announced in the meantime that it also plans to move to fullliberalisation by I January 1998. Furlhennore the

very small Luxembourg network can, where justified, be granted a transition period of up to two years.

Commission Directive 90/388/EEC of 28th June! 990 on competition in the markets for telecommunications

services delincs voice telephony as 'the commercial provision for the public of the direct transport and switching
of speed! ill real-time between public switched network tenninatioll points



In this context, the importance of effective and affordable infrastructure is

increasingly rccognised in political debate within the Member States themselves

Parliament also caned on the Commission to adopt as soon as possible the necessary

measures to take full advantage of the potential of existing inti"astructure of cable

networks for telecommunications services and to abolish without delay the existing

restrictions in the Member States on the use of cable networks for non-reserved

services, and to adopt measures to obtain optimum utilisation of the cross-border

telecommunications networks of railway operators and electricity producers

The continued bottleneck situation in the provision of infrastructure was also

identified as a key obstacle to the development of the European Information

Infrastructure in the Report on Europe and the global information society prepared

by the group of prominent persons, under the chairmanship of Commissioner

Bangemann. The report calls for urgent action to adjust tariffs, recognising that 

reduction in international, long distance and leased line tariffs will trigger

expansion in the usage of infrastructures, generating additional revenues, and

simultaneously giving a major boost to generic services and innovative

applications

The report sets an agenda, using the Council Resolution 93/C213/01 as a reference

point, for moving towards a multi-media communications environment. In its cover

statement, the report urges the European Union to put its faith in market

mechanisms as the motive power to carry the Union into the Information Age.

In consequence, the report's fin:t recommendation is to request the Member States

to accelerate the on-going process of liberalisation of the telecoms sector by

opening up to competition infrastmctures and services still in the monopoly area;

removing non-commercial political burdens and budgetary constraints on

telecomnllmications operators; and setting clear timetables and deadlines for the

implementation of practical measures to achieve these goals (Emphasis added)

In their conclusions on the report, the Heads of State and Government at the

European Council 111 Corfu considered that the current unprecedented

See in particular:

Collsllltatioll I'lIhliqlle orgallisee par Bnmo Lasserre a la demallde de Gerard Lol/gllel Qllelle
reglenll.!lllatirm pollr les letecomnlllllicaliol/fral/r;aises? Direction Gcncrale des PosIes et Telecommunications
April 199.:\

- StU(~I' of t),e Il/lematiollaI Coml'etilil'l'lless of the UK Telecommunications lllfraslrncture DTI, Febnmry 1994

- Report by McKinsey for the Ministerie van Verkcer cn Waterstaat Telecommlll/icalie ill NederIal/d: op weg
IllIarwereldkla. Juuc 1993

Resolution of Europcan Parliament of 20 April 1993 (A3-0 113/93)



technological revolution in the area of information opens up vast possihilities for

economic progre.

\:\'

, employment and the quality of life, whilst simultaneously

representing major challenge It further called for the necessary regulato/Y

framework to 
be established at a Community level as soon as possible

Taking up the conclusions of the Corfu summit, the Commission in its Action Plan

on Europe s Way to the Information Society9 seeks to obtain agreement on the

principle of infrastructure liberalisation in the telecommunications sector, together

with clear dates for its implementation. The Commission .also considers that some

imm~diate steps must be taken to improve the supply of infrastructure in order 

facilitate the introduction of advanced applications, which can be taken without

jeopardising the operation of or financial position of current public network

providers. This will be of particular importance in the context of the evolving

information society.

The political agreement in Council Resolution 93/C2131O 1 on the date of 1 January

1998 for the fullliberatisation of telecommunications services allows the completion

of the liberatising measures already introduced ata Union level, in line with the

obligations in the EC treaty, to establish an internal market for telecommunications.

In particular, these measures have concerned the removal of regulatory barriers or

restrictions to the free movement of telecommuniC1ltions equipment and services

and the creation of a fair competitive environment, as well as the development of a

common regulatory framework based on the principle of open access.

With a clear timetable set for services liberalisation, the primary regulatory task

must now be to provide the sector with a clear picture of how the Treaty rules apply

to the provision of infrastructure, and, in particular, how and when liberalisation of

infrastructure will proceed.

At the request of a number of Member States, the Commission has completed

studies lo concerning the use of cable TV networks and alternative infrastructures

Conclusions of thc European Council , Corfu, 24-25 June 1994

Europcs Way to thc Infonnation Society; an Action Plan, Communication of the COimnission of 19 Jnly 1994

COM(94) 347 (inal.

10 '1l1C slmliescarried out were the following:

11,1'. Impact of Liheralisation of Alternative Terrestrial brfrastmct/lre for Non-Resen'ed Services" by Coopers

and Lybrand, 1994:

The Bffect.s of Liheralisation of Satellite brfra.stmct/lre on tile Corporate and Clo.sed U.ser Gro/lp Market

AlUllysys, 1993; and

//iml'ac( lie l'tllllllOrisatioll de la follrnitllre de services de te!ecomnlllllic(l(ion.s liheralises par I".s ctih/o-

ol'eratellrs by !DATE, 1994.



f()r the delivery of those telecommunications services which have already been

opened to competition under Community law. This concerns both voice and data

services for private corporate networks and for closed user groups, as well as the

provision of all non-voice services to the general public.

The basic findings of the studies undertaken emphasise the potential role for cable

TV networks and alternative infrastructure networks in meeting the concerns raised

about the slower pace of innovation and delayed roll-out of liberatised services in

the European Union. Opening such networks would help to overcome the problems

of high pricing levels and lack of suitable capacity, which result at least in part from

current exclusive provision ofinfrastructure in most Member States.

The studies confirm that prices for 2 Mbit lines in the European Union are on

average ten times more expensive than in North America. Such high tariff levels in

Europe are a barrier to the take off of innovative advanced services, such as the

range of building block applications identified in the Report on Europe and the

global information society. They also limit the ability of small and medium-sized

enterprises to benefit from such services as they emerge.

The studies indicate that the growth of liberaIised services would be promoted by

widening the supply of infrastructure. Furthermore, it would be possible to allow

the use of-both alternative infrastructure and cable TV networks for the delivery 

liberalised services without having a major impact on the TO's finances and the

provision of universal service.

As regards mobile communications, in the Green Paper on Mobile and Personal

Communicationsl3 issued in response to Council Resolution 93/C213/()1, the

Commission has set out its conviction that restrictions on mobile networ~ operators

using their own or third party infrastructure for the provision of mobile

communications services should be lifted, in order to allow such nenvorks to

operate efficiently and to ensure the sound development of the sector.

II Altemalivc infrastructure is network infrastructure owned by entitities ollicr tIlan tIle teleconununications

organisations, and inclndes cable TV nctworks. Often such infrastructure concems nctworks constructcd
originally to mcetthe internal communication needs of national or regional utilities (for example, gas, electricity

and wllter companies, the railways and the motorway conccssionairt:s).

12 lllC studics indicate that opening up alternative infra.~cture for the provision oi libcraliscd

teiccomlllunications services would only have a very limited and gradual effect on telecoms markets,

13 Grccn PapL"I" on a COIllIJ1OlJ approach to mobile and personal communications in the European Union, COM(94)

145 Jinlll, 27 April 1994. The Commis.~ion will shortly submit its report on the outcome of tIle consultations.



As regards satellite communications networks, Council Resolution 92/C 8/0114

called for the application of the principles of telecommunications policy, in

particular liberalisation and harmonisation, to the satellite sector.

The Commission considers that the time has now come to establish a general and

coherent approach to infrastructure. This is the objective of this Green Paper. In

parallel, the Commission will continue its work in this area.

14 CClUllCil Resolution of 19 December 1991 on the development of the conuno:; market for sato,:\lite

COIlIlIllulications services and cquiplllcut-(92IC8IO1; OJ C81 , 14.01.92)



TilE CURRENT REGULATORY SITUATION CONCERNING THE PROVISION AND

OPERA TION OF INFRASTRUCTURE

According to the studies carried out, all Member States currently allow to varying

degrees the alternative provision of infrastructure capable of carrying

telecommunications services, alongside the national networks operated by the

Telecommunications Organisations (TO's). However, the use of this alternative

infrastructure is usually limited to specific purposes. Four general categories of

authorisations car) be identified: alternative network licenses for specific

telecommunications services; networks licensed for cable TV distribution; networks

licensed for the provision of mobile communication services; and satellite

commu nications networks.

(I) ALTERNATIVE NETWORK INFRASTRVCl"URES

An overview with regard to current alternative network infrastructure licensed in the

Member States for defined telecommunications purposes is given in Table I.

In six Member States QJelgium, Germany, Greece, Spain, Italy and Portugal) the

possibility exists for the self-provision of infrastructure by utilities for their own

internal communication needs, such as the railways, motorways, energy and water

compames.

In four Member States (Belgium, Spain, Ireland and the Netherlands) wider rights

exist for licensing, on a discretionary basis, the self-provision of infrastructure by

non-utility corporate or closed user groups. However, the use of that infrastructure

is limited to the internal C()mmunications needs of the organisationsconcerned. 
two Member States (Germany and France) in addition to the discretionary licensing

of corporate/closed user group networks for internal communications IS, such

alternative infrastructure can be used. by third parties, subject to specified

conditions

. -

Finally, in Denmark there is a general possibility to self-provide infrastructure; in the

United Kingdom full infrastructure competition is permitted, either on the basis of

15 'Illis includcs thoscnctwoTks belonging to the utilitics in the case of France. France has esmblished a systcm fOT

authorising indcpendcnt nctworks ("rCscaux iIldepcndants ) fOT such purposes.

Ie) For cxamplc
, in GeffllallY, ccnain cntitics, (primarily public utilities) can set up tllcir own inuastructuTc for

intcrnal communications, whilst privatc nctworks can be set up only within a 25 kIn area, OT beyond tbat only if
confonning with ccrtain technical configurations. FOT further detail see Coopers & Lybrand, 1994.



specific individual licences, or through the grant of class licences for certain types of

infrastructure provision.

Tahle J: Current regulation of alternative telecommunications transmission infrastn/cture

General . Class ..u
Alternative Exempti~~

ProVIsion " For Utilities

Belgium Yes

Denmark Yes

Genmlny Yes

Greece Yes

Spain Yes

France

Ireland

Haly Yes

Luxembourg

Netherlands

Portugal Yes

Yes

I)isc~t~!.~!!ry . , P!~~r~tio.narY ..

. '

Co~t!tercial
LicCDsingro~ Liccnsing f(lr "' Third Party
Self-Provision CUGsl8 ' Provision

Yes Yes

Yes YesYes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Source: "The Impact of Liberalisationof Alternative Terrestrial Infrastructure for Non-reserved
Services , Coopers & Lybrand, 1994

17 111e e)(act c;ltegories of exempt organisations and nature of exemptions from the general obligation to use TO
infrastmcturc vary according to the Mem1xr State concerned.

18 
Corporatc nctworks Closed User Groups

19 Belgian regulation provides in principle for licensing of private transmission links, but only where Belgacom is
not prepared to provide a teclmically equivalent link at a nonnal tariff and within a reasonable period.

20 Shared use of internal networks is possible under certain circumstances.

Ilowever limited to particular configurations and maximum distances,

22 No speciEc c)(cmption for utility companies - applic;ltion must bc made by thcm for an autliQrisation tQ Qperate
an indcpendcnt netwQrk ("rcseau indepenJant"

23 The Italian Postal Code provides for the possible discretionary licensing of private tc!ecommunic;ltiQns systcms
but only if there is no or an inadequate public service between the points to be linkcd,

24 Proposals arc currently before the Dutch Parliament to introducc competitive infrastmcture provision by the
creation of a secQnd natimJaI infrastmctnrc provider.



(2) CABLE TV INFRASTRUCTURES

Cable television networks currently exist in aU Member States, except Greece and

Italy, with very limited development of cable in Spain and Portugal. In the Member

States, penetration rates for cable vary considerably from more than 90% 

Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg to around 5% in France and the United

Kingdom. In terms of subscribers Germany represents the biggest national market

with nearly 15 million subscribers and a penetration rate of around 45%25

Current provisions concerning use of cable TV networks for the provision of

telecommunications services are summarised in Table II. In many cases, the

current legal situation is unclear (due to absence of express provisions in the
national regulatory framework), resulting in uncertainty for potential service

providers and a lack of commercial initiatives / investments in developing the use of

cable TV networks for telecommunications purposes, (with the notable exception of

the United Kingdom and a number of pilot experiments in The Netherlands)

This situation threatens to impede the development and distribution of multi-media

products and services in Europe, particularly when compared to the buoyant

development in this area in the United States.

Table 2. Use of CA1V netWorks for the delivery of liberalised telecommunications services

Bel ium

Denmark

Non-voice services onlFrance

German

Greece

--______

Ireland

Ita!

No Ie al rovision

---______

Netherlands

No Ie al rovision

Limited use

Yes
Source: " impact de l'authorisation de la foumiture de services de telecommunications liberalises par les cabIo-

opcrateurs , IDA TEo 1994 , and additional analysis

25 For litrther ddails, see IDA TE, 1994.

26 No cable TV networks available

27 No cable TV networks available



(3) MOIULE ANn PJi:RSONAL COMMUNICATIONSNJi:TWORK INFRASTRUCTURES

In contrast to the position for fixed network telecommunications services, the use of
own and , in some case, third party infrastructure for the internal links ;Jithin digital

mobile cellular telephony networks have been permitted in a number of Member

States , as well as in Finland and Sweden.

The Green Paper on Mobile and Personal Communications29 published in

accordance with Council Resolution 93/213/01 calls ' for full freedom for mobile

network operators to use own or third party infrastructure for internal links within

their networks.

(4) SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

Liberalisation of the satellite sector has been called for by Council Resolution
92/C8/0 130

Studies carried out for the Commission31 indicate that the removal of current

restrictions on infrastructure within satellite networks could stimulate use of satellite

communications in the EU within corporate networks and closed user groups
without having a serious impact on the financial position of the TOs.

The amendment of Directive 90/388/EEC32, in accordance with Council Resolution

92/C8/0 1 , requires the lifting of current barriers to the delivery of liberalised

services via satellite communications networks. In the meantime, four Member

States (France, Germany, The Netherlands and United Kingdom) have opened up

access for users and service providers to satellite communication networks in

advance of Community legislation.

28 See Mobile Green Paper for details. Limited self-provision and, in some cases, third party provision of either
lixed or microwave links within mobile networks is pennittcd in Gennany, France and the United Kingdom and
is envisaged within the second GSM licence in l11e Netherlands and Spain,

29 Green Paper on a common approach in the field of mobile and personal communications in the European Union
CQM(94)145 , 27.C)4. 1994. TIle Commission will shortly submit its report on the outcome oftne consultations.

30 Council Resolution of 19 December 1991 on the development of the common ma;i;:e! for satellite
communicatious services and equipment (92/C 8/01; OJ C8/1 14.01.1994),

31 71/e (~lrecls of Uhera/isalioll of Salellite lll.fra.~tmctllre 011 the Corporale alld Closed User Grollp Afarket
Analysys, 1994,

32 Commissiou Directive amending Directives 88/301lEEC (telccommunicatious tenninal ~uipment) and
90/388/EEC (telecommunications services) ill p3i1icular with regard to satellite commulli,.ltiolls - lIot yc!
published,



III THE SPECI FIC CASE OF LEASED LINES IN EUROPE

The availabitity and pricing of leased line capacity within Europe has been identified

by the Report 011 Europe and the global information society as a major stumbling

block to the establishment of a European Information Infrastructure.

Current regulatory restrictions mean that In most cases liberalised
telecommunications services can only be provided or operated over TO leased lines.

These circuits typically form the backbone of networks used for a number of
purposes: rapid transfer information within companies between Local Area
Networks; for advanced production processes, notably computer aided marketing

and computer aided design; high quality video conferencing; distance learning;
medical imaging, " lean production" techniques and video entertainment services.

The studies carried out confirm that, even after the entry into force of the ONP
Leased Lines Directive 33 tariffs for high capacity infrastructure (2Mb it connections)
in the Union are on average 1 0 times higher than equivalent capacity over equivalent

distances in North America. (See Table 3).

At the same time innovation in European corporate networking and competitive
service provision, as well as the implementation of applications proposed in the
Report 011 Europe and the global information society to launch the information

society, now depend critically on the availability of high-capacity digital leased
circuits operating at 2 Mbit/s and above.

Leased line capacity is the main building block for supplying liberalised services.
Currently, Directive 90/388 on competition in the markets for telecommunications
services only addresses the lifting of constraints concerning access to and the
manner in which leased line capacity is provided from a single source of supply,
namely, the TO'

In order to overcome rapidly the current bottlenecks in the delivery and
development of liberalised telecommunications services, access to capacity from
third party infrastructure and the provision of own infrastructure is indispensable to
the achievement of the benefits set out in section IV below, in particular, in order to
increase the overall number of high capacity lines in the European Union and to
lower the prices currently paid for such connections.

33 Collncil Din:ctivc 92/44/EEC of 5 Jnnc 1992 on the appliciltion of opcn nctwork provision to Icas.:J lincs (OJ
1.165/27, 19. 92). '1l1C dircctivc Illilndatcs Mcmbcr Statcs to cnsllrc thc provision of a minimnm sd of two
voicc quality leased lines, together with 64 klbit and stmcllired and unstmctured 2 Mlhit capacity. II also
requires tarin's for alllcased lines to be cost-oriented.



Tahle 3 : High Capacity Leased Circuit Prices in ECU (at 1./. 94)34

I)K

IRL

UK (BT)
UK (MCL)

793
658
889

26, 115
192
185

02735
685
739
700
117

10,04136
817

380
865
422
174
821
815
312
769
170
933
777
778
958

20 461 29.901

Ell total circuit nrice37 40922 . 59 802

60138 236

Source: Coopers & Lybrand, 1994

IV THE EXPECTED BENEFITS OF LIBERALISATION

Major benefits are expected to flow from action to open up the supply of
infrastructure in the European Union:

#I Overcoming existing bottlenecks in the availability of high-capacity

infrastructure and stimulating public and private investment;

Infrastructure liberalisation wilt reduce the current bottlenecks which European

business faces, as well as acting as a vital stimulus to applications proposed in the

34 Rental charges are in ecu for monthly rental of a 2 Mbit/s lint: on I -year contracts. Some TOs offer discounts
for longer tenn contracts. High volume discount schemes offered by some TOs have not been taken intoconsideration. 
;ote : These tariffs are subject to change and therefore for further details refer to national regulatory authorities.

35 Irish circuits to the UK are distance.,depeudent. 11\e charge is made up of a fixed cross channel charge and a
mainlink which is distance-dependent. A link from Dublin has bcen taken in this instance.

y, 

13T's clmrges to Ireland are distancc.,dependent and the cost is for a link from London to Nefyn, the UK charging
point , with an approximate distance of340 km.

37 Sum of two Ell average circuit halves.
3;; Figures reprc.~ent AT&T's charges for a 1.5 Mbills circuit (TI) from New York to Washington (320 km) and

from Nc:w York to Chicago (1, 100 km).



Report on Europe and the global information society, in areas such as distance
learning, telcworking, road traffic management and healthcare.

Opening the provision of intfastructure for services already liberalised would

mobilise significant private sector funding, particularly in deploying fibre-optic

transmission capacity39, and at the same time would lead to .an acceleration of
investment by the TOs in response to the new market expansion and the
additional traffic likely to be generated for their networks

Faster adjustment of pricing structures to bring tariffs' into line with costs and
lower leased line prices;

A pricing structure, which under the pressures of competition is increasingly
cost-based will have a significant effect in speeding penetration of innovative

service applications, both within terrestrial imd satellite-based networks. For
mobile communications, lower prices will be a central element in speeding the
transition tfom todays premium-pricing of mobile services to mass market

pricing required for full personal communications.

Innovative provision of liberalisedservices, as well as transmission capacity;

Increased liberalisation will encourage greater innovation and experimentation.
It will also stimulate the provision of more advanced forms of infrastructure, such
as rapid deployment of optical fibre, allowing users maximum flexibility, together

with introduction of advanced network technologies

.. 

Stimulating the immediate use of existing alternative telecommunications
networks and cable distribution networks for the delivery of multi-media and
inter-active services to both business and residential users, and the future
deployment of radio-based technologies;

The roll out of cable distribution networks is likely to be accelerated in those

countries where penetration is low and restrictions on their use for the delivery of

telecommunications services currently exist. Infrastructure liberalisation will also

stimulate the deployment of radio-based technologies, where this is more cost
effective. The expansion of distribution possibilities for new services will allow

~'i In North I\merica , there has heen considerable investment by altemative access providers in fibre-ring
metropolitan area networks, serving key business centres.

40 I\cconJing 10 estimates, projected short lenn investment figures for additional advanced infrastmclure in Ihe
Union are anticipated at more than 3 billion ECU.

41 One example is Energis in ti1e UK which is cons!mcting a network based on Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
technology. providing maximum l1exibility in the ddivery of high bandwidth capacity.



their provision at lower cost and assist the overall goal of developing universal

service within the Union.

.. 

Creating growth opportunities in the E'llropean telecommunications sector;

The early liberalisation of infrastructure will accelerate the development of service

providers and equipment manufacturers who may benefit from increased

investment in infrastructure - thereby creating significant employment potential -

and help European industry to position itself in time for opportunities in third

country markets.

.. 

Creating an environmentJor global partnerships and strategic alliances

Finally, the lifting of restrictions on the use of own or alternative infrastructure

will facilitate the setting up of pan-European and global alliances whilst still

maintaining competitive conditions in the respective home markets. It will also

strengthen Europe position in negotiating world-wide deregulation of
telecommunications markets within current international trade negotiations.

THE FREE CHOICE OF INFRASTRUCTURE ' FOR THE PROVISION OF LIBERALISED

SERVICES AS A GENERAL PRINCIPLE

Despite the global trend amongst TO's to co-operate in providing better quality, end

to end, high capacity services for business users , the significant commercial and

regulatory obstacles which remain are discouraging investment in trans-European

. infrastructure and services and are keeping price levels high.

As recognisedin the White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment43

European telecommunications transmission infrastructure has evolved as a series of

national geographical monopolies. For customers with pan-European

telecommunications requirements or for potential providers of pan-European

services, this has led to a patchwork of interconnected, but not fully interoperable

transmission networks.

The current regulatory framework is therefore impeding the emergence of trans-

European networks and services, and is holding back the completion of the internal

market for telecommunications. Additionally, the current situation fails to ensure

42 See for exampk, recent TO .led projects such as GEN and METRi\N, and the advanced joint European J\TM
trial , a~ well a~ global alliances by major European TOs under development or diseus~ion.

43 Commi~~ion White Paper on Growth , Competitiveness and Employment , COM(93) 700



the lIse of advanced applications and services resulting from the Community s on-

going research activities.

Earlier regulatory distinctions drawn between services and the underlying

infrastructure for their delivery are becoming increasingly artificial in the preparation

for a diverse and liberalised telecommunications environment. This is particularly

true as more and more intelligence is located directly in the network44

Within the area of liberalised services, the obligations in the EC Treaty relating, in

particular, to the free movement of services, and fair competition set limits on the

extent to which the competitive provision of infrastructure can he restricted45

The exception to this concerns situations where the restrictions on the competitive

provision of infrastructure were justified under one of the derogations under the

Treaty. Such restrictions maybe maintained, for example, if their absence would

undermine universal service or some other task of general economic interest in the

Union and no other more proportionate means of securing that objective existed46

In the absence of such justifications, restrictions on the free choice of the underlying

infrastructure for the delivery of liberalised services should be lifted in parallel with

the progressive lifting of current restrictions on the competitive provision of the

services themselves. This process would clearly require immediate action for

services which are already open to competition and would tie the lifting of
restrictions on the use of own or third party infrastructure to the timetable for the

full liberalisation of telecommunications services by 1 January 1998 (subject to

44 In the case of mobile commWlications, the Green Paper on mobile communications highlights the increasing role
of intelligent network (IN) functionalities in , for example, the GSM network and presents a picture after 1998
of the full integration of network technologies (fixed and mobile) to offer end users the services they require,
rather than discrete network clements.

45 For example
, the particular effects of sllch restrictions could raise concerns \IIlder the Treaty, e.g. ",,"here

limitations imposed by Member States on the provision of infrastructure prevent or restrict, (for example by
making certain applications uneconomic), the provision of liberalised telecommunications services on a cross-
border basis , such as, the provision of voice and data services within a multi-national's corporate network.
Equally, concerns would arise where the result of such restrictions is to limit production , markets or technical
progress to the prejudice of service providers and users; where the restrictions have the effect of extending a
dominant position in one market, in which an operator enjoys special or exclusive rights (in casu, voice
telephony services for the general public), to a neighbouring but liberalised market (Iiberaliscd
telecolllnlUnications services); or where it obliges a service provider or user without objective justification to use
TO infrastmcture for services which directly compete with the services of the monopoly holder and \\t",:re
there/ore the TO is placed in a situation where it faces a conflict of interest between its role as network provider
and as competitive service provider.

..J() In the light of the evolution of reglilatory experience at both a national and Union level and , in particular, in Ule
light of Council Resolution 94/C4R10 I of 7 February 1994 on universal service principles in the
telecommunications sector, the emphasis in Directivc 90/388/EEC of the tasks of particular interest assignd 
the TOs as ' the provision of a universal network" has shifted. The concern today is with the provision of
universal service , iudependent of its means of delivery. As the domain of universal services has been dc!:;led
with increasingly clarity, a parallel nalTowing of the area of reserved infrastmcture monopoly can also :4kc
place.



transitional periods for some Member States with less developed networks as set

out in Council Resolution 93/C2l3/01).

The basic position set forth is therefore that it is now appropriate and necessary to

seek political support for the principle of the free choice of underlying infrastructure

and the integration of that principle into the overall framework of the 1998 date.

This should therefore provide a firm schedule for action in two stages. In a first

stage immediate action can be taken in relation to satellite communications services

liberalised terrestrial and mobile communications services.

There would be substantial opportunities for the telecommunications sector flowing

from early action, in line with the request by Parliament, to remove restrictions on

the use of own or third party infrastructure without having an effect on the revenue

base of the telecommunications organisations such as might undermine the provision

of universal service in Member States.

At the same time, a second stage involves the liberalisation of infrastructure for

voice telephony services for the general public from 1998 onwards. This wilt

require substantial additional safeguards to guarantee, in a competitive environment

the provision of universal service, and fulfilment of public service tasks, flon-
discriminatory and cost-oriented access, the fair interconnection of networks

interoperability of services, and the attainment of the other essential public goals for

the sector. This is set out in further detail below.

VI ISSUES RAISED IN CONSIDERING A TWO STAGE PROCESS

(I) FIRST STAGE

The first stage would therefore involve the immediate lifting of remaining

restrictions on the use of own and third party infrastructure already authorised in the

Member States, albeit to varying degrees, as set out in Chapter II.

The first stage would address the use of such infrastructure for the delivery of

satellite and mobile communications and terrestrial telecommunications services

already liberalised, including, in particular, the use of cable TV infrastructure for

these purposes. Terrestrial communications services already liberalised include



carriage of all non-voice and data services for the general public, as well as voIce

and data services for corporate networks and closed user groups

It should be understood that this process would be limited to opening access to own

or third party infrastructure already authorised in Member States for particular

purposes, such as own use of infrastructure - including micro-waves- and use of

third party infrastructure such as cable TV networks and utility networks.

Subject to the global safeguard during this first stage of excluding provision of

public voice telephony via these networks, studies carried out indicate that any

impact on the revenues of Telecommunications Organisations would be gradual and

limited. It should be noted in this context that Directives already in force require the

Telecommunications Organisations to orient provision of their infrastructures (in

particular leased lines) towards costs and therefore re-inforce their position with

regard to any price competition by alternative providers

41 Corp9rat" nclworks a~ generally nc:tworks establisbed by a single organisation encompassing distinc:t legal
entities , such as a company and its subsidiaries or its branches in other M,,",bcr States incorp9rated under .the
rel"vant domestic company law.

Closed User Groups (CUGs) ~fer to entities not necessarily bound by economic links, but which can be
identified as being part of a group on the basis of a lasting professional ~Iationship among themselves, or with
anoth"r entity of the glt)UP, and whose internal communications needs result flt)m the common interest
underlying this lasting ~lationship. In general , the link between the members of the glt)up is a common
business activity. Examples of activities likely to fall into this category are fund transfers for the ba~!(ing

industry, reservation systems for airlines, infonnation transfers between universities involved in a common
research plt)ject, re-insurance for the insurance industry, inter-library activities, common design projects , and
different institutions or services of intergovernmental orintcmational organisations.

In the context of the Commission Directive 90/388/EEC of 28 June 1990 on competition in the markets for
telecommunications services , individual cases and definitions used in Member States are subject to screening
by the Commission. The Directive indeed refers to the public and not to CUG' s. The Commission must
therefore ascertain that the definitions of CUG by Member States does not exclude voice telephony bc:twcen

users who have existing common links between themselves , such that they could not reasonably be regarded as
being members ofthe public (i.e. any random person , without distinction of belonging or m"mbership).

48 As regards satellite communications , the studies find very minor potential impact on the revenues of the
Telecommunications Organisations. As the satellite market constitutes less than 0.3 % of the total expenditure
on corporate communications lhis would indicate the limit of potential losses to the incumbent TOs.

As regards the use of own or third party transmission infrastructure for mobile commlJnications (e.g. linkage of
radio-base stations and switching centers) the effect on incumbent TOs ' revenues is expected to be very
limited, once cost-oriented agreements on provision of lcased lines and interconnection a~ put in place
hetween mohile network operators and the incumbent TOs, as required by the Mobile Green Paper and
strongly supported in the broad consultation now bcing concluded. This is confinned by the cxpericnce in all
those Memher Stales where the provision of own infrastrucllJre has been authorised to date.

As regards corpomte and closed user grClup networks, Directive 90/388/EEC on competition in the
telecommunications markets and Directive 90/387/EEC on open network provision, already require that
access to TO infmstrueturc should be cost-oricnted. Directive 92/44/EEC requires in particularly that leased
lines must he offered on a cClst-oriented basis. Given this obligation, and , given that Member States must
C()mply with it lhe opening of alternative supply is not expected to alter the market positiCln of TOs in this area
substantially.



(2) SECOND STAGE

The second stage involves licensing providers of new infrastructure for liberalised
services and the full use of such new, and existing, infrastructure for the provision of
public voice telephony service, once liberatised. This requires an in-depth debate
taking full account of the global regulatory, political, financial and social
implications.

This concerns in particular:

The general future regulatory regime governing establishment and operation of
network infrastructure.

While the Commission recognises the right of Member States to control and plan
the development of network infrastructure, the positions set forth in the Mobile

Green Paper for the special case of radio infrastructure have shown that this right

can be made compatible with the Union s objectives and with competition law49

Universal service and other public service tasks in the sector must be upheld in

this sector as a basic value of the Union. This not only involves maintenance of

current levels of universal and public service, but also its further positive

development.

The vital principles of public service in this area are universality, I.e. access for

all , at .an affordable price; equality, I.e. access independent of geographical
location; and continuity, I.e. continuous provision , at a defined quality. The
essence of the principle of a universal service obligation is to make available a

The potential direct revenue effect (i.e. on the revenues derived currently by TOs from leased line revenue)
can be expected to be very limited given that the total share of leased line revenues as a percentage of total TO
revenues in the Union is less than 6.5%. As regards indirect revenue effects on the TOs in the corporate
communications and closed user group markets , while those markets are substantial , it is expected that only a
small part of thcse markcts would be exposed to competition , and therefore indirect revenue effects would be
very limited , given that the TOs will maintain a verysttong market position, as they adjust prices in thcse

arcas towards costs , in line with thcir existing legal obligations.

The effect would therefore be limited and gradual , as also confirmed by experiences in those Member States
where alternative infrastructure provision is already taking place, as well as experiences in other parts of the
world , such as in the United States , Canada and Australia. In the London City.arca, where one wouldcxpcct
the effect of competitive entry in the corporate networks market to be at its highest, one of the major new
inlrastmctun: providers has mll)laged to claim , up to now, only I % oCthe business services market.

49 The Green Paper on Mobile II)ld Personal Communications has set forth criteria for licensing and licensing
procedures to substantial detail , based on essential requirements such as network security II)ld integrity, and
public service requirements such as permll)lence, availability II)ld quality of service, as well as conditions for
limiting the numbcr of licences.



defined minimum service of specified quality to all users at an affordable price.

This principle is embodied in the Council Resolution on universal service in the

telecommunications field adopted on 7 February 1994 and the associated

Commission Declaration.

The balance and equilibrium of the financial system to support network
development and universal service must be reviewed and safeguarded. While this

task must be addressed in the context of tiberatisation of public voice telephony

which is the major source for financing network development, the Commission

considers that full scale network liberalisation can only proceed after a satisfactory

solution to this problem has been agreed upon.

The consumer must be ensured the full benefits of enhanced network offerings.

Interconnection and interoperability will be vital to avoid the consumer being faced

with a maze of non-interoperable networks.

Introducing competition into the telecommunications core market requires

substantially more attention to be paid to the social aspects of the information

society, including the impact of tiberati sat ion of the sector on employment and the

working environment, and to its cultural and linguistic aspects.

An intensified dialogue with the social partners and an innovative approach to

training in the general context of the Information Society witt be key to further

development.

As restrictions on access to alternative networks are lifted, it will be vital that
existing restrictions on incumbent operators are reviewed and the application 

competition rules is clarified. This concerns, in particular, the application of

competition rules to cooperative arrangements and joint ventures, as well .as to

issues of service provision, service distribution and interconnection.

Opening the European Union s network market cannot proceed without paying full

attention to the international context.

While a forward oriented position on future network regulation will substantially

upgrade the Union s position in the future international discussions on global

information highways, achieving equivalent market access in third country markets

will have to become a primary focus of attention.

More particularly, this requires that the second part of the Green Paper should

address, inter alia:



irensing

Licensing will playa crucial role in setting out the framework for the development

of infrastructure competition and ensure appropriate regulatory control. A general

discussion on the overall regulatory framework for infrastructure must take place, as

well as on general criteria for the future licensing of infrastructure, including
limitations linked to the public interest, such as future access to rights of way, the
application of town and country planning rules, environmental protection, and
access to radio frequencies, which must also be subject to competition rules.

Universal service

Maintenance of universal service is an essential part of the infrastructure
liberalisation. This should not be viewed as problematic. Experience of countries

with a liberalised telecommunications infrastructure has shown that universal service

objectives are actually better attained and further developed ina more competitive

environment50

A basic definition of the approach to universal service in telecommunications in the
union has been given by the Council in its Resolution of? February 1994 and the
associated Commission statement. This definition will have to be further developed
in line wit~ the mandate given by Council to the Commission~l

Appropriate safeguards witt have to be considered to ensure the funding of universal

service obligations and other public service tasks (such as ensuring a balanced

50 Recent OECD studies demonstrate that in those countries allowing competitive provision of infrastructure.
universal service has generally improved.

51 Council Resolution 94/C48/01 requests the Commission "to study and consult, in particular with national
regulatory authorities, on the issues raised by the definition of universal service and its means of financing.
taking specific account of the need for adjustment in peripheral regions willi less-deve1oped networks . See
Council Resolution of 7 February 1994 on universal service principles in the telecommunications sector
(94/C48/0 I ; OJ C 48/1 16.02. 1994)

The Commission statement associated with the Council Resolution defines universal service, at this stage of
analysis , to comprise a number of basic elements, additional clements (enhanced features), leased lines ar,
rcconul1ended olTerings. Basic clements concern in particular: provision of the basic public telecommunication,
network and voice telephony service; quality of service; pricing policy; publication of information about tr."
service; dispute resolutinn procedures for users; subscriber directories; operator assistance and direct"':,
enquiry services; public pay-telephones; access to emergency services; and specific conditions for disabl"J
use"s and people with s~ial needs. Additional clements concern advanced features such as itemized billir.~
and DTMF tone dialling (" touch tone ). Recommended offcrings concerning provision oflntegrated Scrvie",
Digital Networks offerings and advanced data services.

Thc Council Resolution calls for s~ial attention to be paid in pursuing the objective of maintaining anJ
developing universal service, to the s~ifie circumstances of the peripheral regions with less develop.:J
networks and of very small networks and to develop the concept of universal service in pace with advances in
teehn(,logy. market development and changes in user demand. 



geographical development throughout Member State territories) while respecting

competition rules: such safeguards may be introduced in the framework 
interconnection principles, in particular regarding the charges to be levied for the

access to and use of the local loop network. Special attention will have to be paid

to the requirements of the peripheral regions with less developed networks.

Interconnection

Work in this area should reflect the new interconnection framework as envisaged

through the full application of competition rules and the reform of Open Network

Provision. The new interconnection framework should ensure: interconnection of

networks and interoperability of services on non-discriminatory terms, c"ost-

orientation of tariffs and the attainment of essential requirements, including the

security of network operations and the maintenance of network integrity.

As set forth in the Council Resolutionof22 July 1993 on the review of the situation

in the telecommunications sector, the review of the interconnection framework

should be part of the general proposals to be submitted by 1 January 1996 in

preparation forfullliberalisation of public voice telephony.

Competitive safe2uards

Care has to be taken to ensure the emergence of a fair competitive environment for

new services and networks while at the same time lifting existing constraints. In

that context, ~n application of the competition rules will provide instruments to

prevent unfair practices and abuse of dominant positions while giving more certainty

in the field of co-op~rative ventures and provision and distribution of services.

Appropriate safeguards will have to be developed to ensure transparency.

International dimension

The relationship between internal liberalisation and access, for Community

operators, to third country markets must be taken into account, in line with the

Community s overall commercial policy, in order to ensure effective and comparable

market access. A major focus of the Community s efforts in this area will be the

continuing negotiations on so-called basic telecommunications in the World Trade

Organisation.

Social ~Hld employment dimension

It is vital to ensure that the opportunities offered by information and communication

technologies to improve the quality of life of Europe s citizens, to develop new and

better jobs, are exploited to the full and that negative effects are efficiently



addressed. In the context of the follow-up to the White Paper on Growth
Competitiveness and Employment the Commission is paying particular attention to

these aspects and the necessary conditions to be defined to ensure the optimal

exploitation of the new opportunities for employment growth linked to

technological change. This will include guidelines designed to facilitate the process

of economic and social adaptation.

Reference will also be made to a number of specific studies on the relationship

between the information society and employment. A particular study will assess the

. impacts and benefits of the information society for regional, economic and social

cohesion. The Commission also looks forward to the views of the High Level

Group of Experts, which was ' announced in its Action Plan: Europe s Way to the

Information Society, on the problems to be considered as a matter of priority and

the appropriateness of the measures to be developed, as well as to the outcome of a

major colloquium on the social and societal issues of the information society to be

held in 199.5.

Nei2hbourin2 fields

Furthermore, the regulatory principles to be developed must also take full account

of Union policies in neighbouring fields, such as in the audio-visual field52 in relation

to service content, in the field of data protection and privacy53 and of intellectual

property54 as well as in relation to the protection of the economic interests of

consumers. The principles must take into account the fact that regulatory issues

such as content are already dealt with in a framework coherent with the overall

approach. This should allow Union policy in relation to infrastructure liberalisation

to provide the consistent response called for by the Commission s Action Plan on

Europe s way to the information society,

In line with existing Union policy within the framework of the internal market

reference must be made to the implications of the convergence of

52 Green Papcr on Strategy Options to Strengthen the Etlfopean Programme hldustry in the Conte"t of the
Audiovisual Policy of the European Union; Council Directive 891522/EEC on the coordination of certain
provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of
television broadcasting activities, OJ L298 , 17. 10.89.

53 PropoSllllor a Council Directive concerning the protection of individuals in relation to the processing ofpcrsonal
data , COM(92) 422, OJ C311 , 27.11.92 and Amended proposal for a European Parliament and Council
Dircctive concerning the protection of personal data and privacy in the context of digital telecommunications

nclworks, in particular thc intcgratcd services digitalnctwork (ISDN) and digitall11obilc networks, COM(94)

1281inal, 13. 94. 
54 Proposal for a Council Directive on the legal protection of databases, COM(93) 464 linal , SYN 393. 111e

Commission Action plan on Europc s way to an Infonnation Society has announced a Grccn Paper onlPRs in the
inlonnation socicly for early in 1995.



telecommunications and media to the extent that these are relevant for infrastructure

liberalisation. In that light vital issues to be dealt with are listed in the Commission

Communication on Europe s Way to the Information Society. These include, for

example the recently adopted Communication on pluralism and media

concentration, the future Green Paper on IPR and, in the contents area, the follow-

up to the Green Paper on audio-visual.

In .addressing the development of the future regulatory framework, there should be

an overall requirement to take special account of the specific circumstances of the

peripheral regions with less developed networks or very small networks.

VII THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION

The general principle proposed and the two stage process set out would translate

into the following approach at the Union level.

Under the Directive 90/388 on competition in the markets for telecommunications

services, the provision of ail telecommunications services was opened to

competition , subject to four significant exceptions with regard to services

- Satellite services

- Mobile telephony and pagingservices

55 Directive 90/388/EEC required Member SlIites to withdraw all special and exclusive rights for the supply of
telecommunications services other than voice telephony (and those services specifically excluded from Ule scope
of the directive) and to take the measures nccessaryto ensure that any operator is entitled to supply such
services. 111e directive also defines which limitations, short of exclusive or special rights, may be imposed by
the Member States, for example, in the fonn of licensing conditions on providers of liberaliscd services.

111e Services Directive was part of a global agreement reached in December 1989 according to which Ule
COimnissioncanied out its obligation under the Treaty to define the application of the Treaty rules to the
tc1eeOlnl11unications sector via the Services Directive, in parallel with the iidoption by the Council of Directive
90/387/EEC (the Open Network Provision framework directive).

111e European Court of Justice has upheld the Directive 9O/388/EEC and confinned the use of Article 90 to spe1l
out for the Member States the particular obligations 110\\1ng from Ule Treaty (Judgement of the Court of Justice
of the European Communities 01'17 November 1991 , Joined Cases C-271 , 281 289/90).

56 I\lso excepted was the telex service. However, in the meantime it is generally acknowledged that this service is
being rapidly substituted by other services stich as facsimile transmission.

57 lis regards satellite communications networks, Council Resolution n1C/8/0! called for the application of the

principles of telecommunications policy, in particillar liberalisation and hannonisation, to the satellite sector.

This policy is now being implemeuted through the adoption by the Commission , subsequent to its presentation
to the Council and European Parliament , of an IIrticle 90 direclive modifying the Services Directive to include
satellite communications services.

5X 
I\s regards mobile communications, the Commission has raised the issue of exclusive provision of GSM services
directly with the Member States concemed under the competition rules. The Green Paper on mobile and
personal communicatious COM(94) 145 - final , 27.4.92 proposes amending the scope of the Services Directive



- Radio and television broadcasting services to the public , and

- Voice telephony services to the general public

Directive 90/388 in its current form does not address the use of alternative

infrastructures and cable TV networks for the provision of liberalised services.

Directive 90/388 currently only requires the removal of restrictions on the use of a

single source of infrastructure, namely leased lines provided by the TOs, for the

provision of liberalised services.

As the exclusions from liberalisation regarding services are progressively lifted in the

run up to 1 January 1998 (with additional transition periods for certain Member

States in accordance with Council Resolution 93/C213/01), the current restrictions

concerning provision of infrastructure by a single supplier (i.e. the TOs) will now

have to be addressed, in line with the two-stage process set forth.

The general principle which should apply is that of a free choice of underlying

infrastructure for the delivery .of services as they are opened to competition.

The application of -this principle would link the process. of infrastructure

liberalisation to the timetable for the liberalisation of telecommunications services

including both those services which are currently open to competition (including

satellite and mobile communications), as well as voice telephony services for the

general public from 1 January 1998 onwards, subject, in the latter case, t.o the

working out of necessary safeguards asset out in Chapter VI.

The two-stage process envisaged therefore would lead to the immediate removal of

restrictions on the use of own or third party inftastructure authorised in Member

States in the following areas :

for the delivery of satellite communications services

to include mobile conllllunicalioils services. The Commission has organised a broad consullalion on the

positions proposed in the Green Paper and will shOltly report on the outcome of these consultations.

59 As regards radio and television broadcasting to the public, these remain outside the scope of Directive 90/388.

(,() 

As regards voice telenhonv serviCes for the general Duhlic , Council Resolution 93/C213/01 calls for the opening
up of this service hy I Janual)' 1998 and requires the Commission to .table the necessary legislative measures to
achieve this by I January 1996. Necessal)' amendments of Directive 90/388/EEC would be labled at that time.

61 As now required by Commission Directive ameliJing Directives 88/301/EEC (telecommunications teoninal
equipment) and 90/388/EEC (tcleconllllunicallons services) in particular willI regard to satellite

conllnunicati(JI\s, adopted on 13 Octo!K.-r 1994 Member States are given 9 months to conullunicate

implementation measures taken. Additionally, !\kmber Slates with less developed networks may ask for a
derogation up to I Janual)' 19%.



for the provision of all terrestrial telecommunications servIces already

liberalised (including use of cable television infrastructure for this purpose).

This concerns voice and data services for corporate networks and closed user

groups, as well as all other telecommunications services, other than the

provision of voice telephony services to the general public;

to provide links, including microwave links, within the mobile network for the

provision of mobile communications services.

As set forth, action in these areas would remove substantial barriers to the provision

of services open to competition and significantly extend availability of infTastructure

for these purposes, thereby making the liberalisation measures already undertaken

by the Union more effective.

There is no doubt that major economic benefits and efficiencies both for operators

service providers and users, and for the European economy as a whole, will flow

from this action. Furthermore these benefits may be enjoyed without an impact on

the financial base of the telecommunications operat~rs such as to threaten

undermining the provision of universal service or other public service tasks in the

Member States. This action would accelerate the creation of a cost-oriented

infrastructure environment for liberalised services, particularly in the field of leased

lines essential for these purposes.

A number of steps have already been taken in each of these areas, allowing these

actions to be consolidated within a global approach towards infrastructure

liberalisation.

Council Resolution 92/C8/01 called on the Commission to propose the necessary

measures for the development of a common market for satellite communications

services and equipment. The recent Article 90 satellite directive extends the scope

of the so-called Terminal Equipment and Services Directives (Directives 88/301 and

90/388/EEC) to cover satellite terminal equipment and services.

In the area of alternative infrastructure and cable television networks, the studies

addressing liberalisation in these areas have now been completed. The studies

suggest that liberalisation could be achieved without having a major financial impact

on the provision of universal service. Again, we must take account of the fact that

prices for the supplied infrastructure must anyway be brought in line with costs

according to existing Union legislation, and telecommunications operators should

therefore be fully competitive which would allow them to maintain a strong market

position.



In relation to opening up the use of own or third party infrastructure within mobile

communications networks the Green Paper on Mobile and Personal

Communicatiol"!s clearly indicates that this should be allowed in order to give mobile

operators control over their cost structures.

Based on this approach it is considered that, in order to implement objectives I to 3

set out above, the necessary amendments to Directive 90/388 .can be prepared now

to lift existing restrictions.

As regards the liberalisation of infrastructure for the voice telephony service for the

general public after 1 January 1998, additional safeguards relating to the availability

and use of infrastructure as identified in Chapter VI will be required. They will be

addressed in the second part of the Green Paper.

VUI CONCLUSION

At the Corfu Summit the call for faster progress for the telecommunications

market in the European Union was well received. This was seen asa key
element in stimulating growth and the competitiveness of the Europeal"! economy

as a whole. In response, the European Council called for the definition of a clear

and stable regulatory environment for the telecommunications sector. With a

clear date already established for the liberalisation of the basic voice service and

coherent policy put forward on the future of mobile and . personal

communications , a Ul"!ion position on the future of infrastructure provision is

needed in order to advance the process already agreed. This must be a principal

response to the challenge of the global information society.

According to the Bangemann Group report, the key constraint preventing broader

commercial exploitation of advanced communications technologies and new

innovative applications by commerce and industry is the lack of European high-

capacity telecommunications transmission infrastructure at prices necessary to

foster exploitation and innovation by leading users. The Commission s Action

plan on Europe s Way to the Information Society therefore gives priority to

action on infrastructure liberalisation.

It is considered that it is now appropriate and necessary to confirm the principle

of linking infrastructure tiberalisatiol"! to service liberalisatiol"! in order to give the

sector the certainty it needs to plan investment and business strategies.

This implies, in a first stage, immediate action , as supported by the goals set by

the European Parliament, on the use of own or third party infrastructure
including cable TV infrastructure, in relation to satellite communications



services , corporate networks and closed user groups and mobile communications.

It also implies, in a second stage full tiberalisation of infrastructure by 
January 1998, subject to the safeguards to be elaborated and the transition periods

for certain Member States according to Council Resolution 93/C213/01.

This would result in the Timetable for the two stages , set out in annex.

All Member States already allow to varying extents the establishment and use of

parallel communications infrastructures for specific purposes. Failing to seek the
lifting of existing restrictions on the more general use of available infrastructures

would not only ignore the legal obligations flowing from the Treaty, but would
also lead to under-utilisation of existing infrastructures.

At the same time, without the action proposed, one of the central requirements of

the report on Europe and the global irifonnation society will not he met, namely,

the creation of condition~ in which pubiic and private capital can be mobilised to

invest in the new technologies , which are vital for growth , competitiveness and
employment.

The Commission therefore submits this first part of the Green paper on the
liberalisation of telecommunications infrastructure and cable TV networks to the

Council and European Parliament, concerning:

the general principle that, where the provision of telecommunications
services is open to competition, there should be a free choice of underlying

infrastructure over which such services are provided subject to the

establishment of the safeguards mentioned below;

establishment of a two-stage approach, with the lifting of restrictions on
alternative infrastructures, including cable TV , at a European level in the fields
of satellite communications , mobile communications and liberalised terrestrial
services in a first stage, and the linkage of infrastructure liberalisation to the
overall timetable for further development of the telecommunications sector, in
particular the date of I January 1998 for the liberatisation of the provision of
voice telephony services ..to the general public, subject to the additional
transition periods set out in Council Resolution 93/C213/01 required by
Member States with less developed networks to achieve the necessary structural

adjustments;

The Commission intends to submit, by 1 January 1995 , the second part of this
Green Paper to address the additional safeguards required for the second stage
when the general principle of linking infrastructure Jiberalisation to the timetable



for the ' full liberalisation of the provision of voice telephony services to the

general public should be applied.

The second part of the Green Paper will in particular cover:

criteria for the future licensing of infrastructure, including grounds of

public interest for limiting the number of such licences , subject to Community

law and in particular the competition rules, as well as the future regulation of

rights of way, and application of town and country planning rules

the maintenance and further development of universal service and other

public service tasks as an essential value in the Union s telecoms sector, the

financial impact of infrastructure liberalisation, and measures required to

protect consumer interests

the interconnection regime applicable in a competitive environment and

any safeguards required to ensure fair competition between networks

reviewing restrictions on incumbent operators and clarifying the
application of the competition rules

the ensurance of comparable and effective access to third country

markets

the social and employment dimension , which must be a central issue,

the issue of convergence, in particular, between telecommunications and

broadcasting, which is essential to the emergence of multi-media services and

the maintenance and development of competition in the telecommunications and

media sectors.

Special attention will have to be paid to taking into account more general public

interest goals such as protection of the environment, as well as consideration of

the specific circumstances of the peripheral regions with less developed or very

small networks.

The Commission is anticipating a broad debate on the Green Paper. At the

same time, given the urgency of eliminating existing bottlenecks in the

provision of alternative network infrastructure, it will undertake steps necessary

to allow early implementation of the first stage. This concerns in particular

satellite communications, liberalised terrestrial telecommunications servIces

including use of cable TV networks , and mobile communications.



Schedule for telecommunication services and infrastructure
liberalisation

Services Infrastructures

Services open to
competition

Proposed date for
lifting constraints
on the use of
existing alternative
infrastructure ' (incI.
cable TV networks)

Full iiberalisation of
new
telecornrnunication
infrastructure (incI.
licensing new
infrastructure
operators )2

1998Data and other non- Since 19903
voice
communicatIons
Voice telephony for

corporate
communications
and" Closed user"

:~oups
Satellite
communications
Mobile
communications
Public voice
telephony

1995

Since 19904 1995 1998

Since 19945 1. 7.

1.1.

1995

1998

Under way6 1998

1 January 19982 1998

Any infrastructure autborised in Member States and operated by others than the incuntbent
telecommunication operator. 
Council resolution 93/C213/01 of22 July 1993 allows for a derogation in favour of Member
States with less developed networks (i.e. Spain, Ireland, Greece, Portugal) up to I January 2003
and in favour of Luxemburg until 1 January 2000. Spain, in the meantime, bas indicated that it
does not intend to prevail itself of this derogation.
Commission directive 90/388/EEC liberalised all terrestrial telecommunication services other
tban public voice telephony. Simple resale of packet and switched data services authorised since
1 January 1993.
Commission directive 90/388/EEC.liberalised all terrestrial telecommunication services other
than public voice telephony.

Conunission directive 94/46/EEC (adopted 13 October 1994) liberalised satellite
conununications. Member States must communicate implementation measures no later than
8 August 1995. Derogations possible until I January 1996 for Member States with less
developed networks.
Member States have removed, or arc removing, monopolies on mobile communications. The
Commission is preparing a communication to the European Parliament and the Council on the
consultations on the Green paper on mobile and personal communications (to be submitted
shomy) which is intended to lcad to fullliberalisation of mobile communications.
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